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TOPICS 

 Person Entry Reorganization 
 Customizing the Family Section 
 Adding a Literal Text Section 
 Highlighting Citations 
 Adding a Search ID page 

 
 



PERSON ENTRY REORGANIZATION 
PERSON ENTRY SECTION 

 The Person Entry 
section replaced the 
former Format 
section in SS V5. 

 Users can now 
customize, rename, 
and re-organize each 
element in the Person 
Entry. 

 List of elements 
shown on right. 



PERSON ENTRY REORGANIZATION 
STRUCTURE OF PERSON ENTRY PAGE 



PERSON ENTRY REORGANIZATION 
CHANGING THE PERSON ENTRY LAYOUT 
 In September, on the Second Site list Tanya 

Johnson suggested moving the Family section up 
to sit just below the Parent section. This became a 
very popular topic. 

 Terry Reigel adopted the change and added a 
customization to list all spouse/partners in the 
Family section, not just those with children, with 
added information. 

 The Body tag group is also given a title that 
explains what that block of text is doing. I used the 
title “Life Events” but you can use your own title. 
 



PERSON ENTRY REORGANIZATION 
THE REVISED PERSON ENTRY PAGE 



PERSON ENTRY REORGANIZATION 
NEW FAMILY SECTION WITH MULTIPLE SPOUSES 



PERSON ENTRY REORGANIZATION 
MOVE AND EDIT FAMILY SECTION 
 Move Family Section up to sit 

below Relationships 
 Set Spouses:All Spouses and 

Heading Format:Children of… 
 Check Use Heading Sentence 

and add this sentence: 
 [CHILDREN:]Spouse:&emsp\;[

PO] &ndash\; no 
children;<Child with an 
unknown 
spouse:|Spouse:&emsp\;[PO] 
&ndash\; child:>;<Children with 
an unknown 
spouse:|Spouse:&emsp\;[PO] 
&ndash\; 
children:>[:CHILDREN] 

 



PERSON ENTRY REORGANIZATION 
TITLE BODY TAG SECTION 
 Select the Body section 

and Edit 
 Make sure Show Title 

is checked 
 Add a Title, such as 

“Life Events” 
 Make sure the section 

is positioned where you 
want it to appear in the 
Person Entry 



ADDING A LITERAL TEXT SECTION 

 SS V5 adds two Literal text sections (Top and 
Bottom) to the Person Entry that allows you to 
repeat a text message (or 2) for every Person Entry. 

 My example of its use is to add a statement in the 
middle of each Person Entry stating that the page is 
a copyrighted work that may not be copied without 
permission.  
 



ADDING A LITERAL TEXT SECTION 
MY EXAMPLE 



ADDING A LITERAL TEXT SECTION 
STEPS TO ADD TEXT INSIDE A BOX 
 In Person Entry, move 

Literal-Person Top (or 
Bottom) to where you 
want it and enable. 

 Open Literal in editor 
and add the formatted 
text you desire. 

 You will need to use 
HTML and/or CSS to 
get the text formatting 
you desire. 



ADDING A LITERAL TEXT SECTION 
FORMATTING THE TEXT BOX 

 <br> adds spacing before 
the box begins. 

 margin:0 auto centers the 
box. Or use float:right or 
float:left to right or left justify 
box. 

 width:30em is width of box. 
 solid defines border style. 
 #ab5500 is border color. 
 padding:6px is spacing 

between text and border. 

 



HIGHLIGHTING CITATIONS 
 
 SS V5 made citation 

references links and added 
the ability to highlight the 
linked citation. 

 To highlight citations, you 
must modify the 
System.Sources.Source/Cit
ation Target property in the 
Stylesheets section of your 
SDF from “inherit”. 

 Put cursor in background-
color and type F7 to bring 
up color picker. Select 
desired highlight color. 



ADDING A SEARCH ID PAGE 

 One way to speed up access to persons in your 
web site is to implement a Search by Person ID 
capability. 

 Easily done by creating a Custom page and adding 
some script text to the page. 

 First of all, in User Items, create a Custom Page 
and position it where you wish. In my case, I made 
it a submenu item for the Search tab to complement 
the general search page. The Title of the page was 
“Search by ID #”. 



ADDING A SEARCH ID PAGE 
ADD DESCRIPTION AND MAIN CONTENT 



ADDING A SEARCH ID PAGE 
ADD HEAD TAG CONTENT 



ADDING A SEARCH ID PAGE 
ADD THIS SCRIPT TO HEAD TAG: 
<script>  

$(document).ready(function() {  

$('#go-to-id').click( function() {  

// Click handler to load person page based on ID 
number.  

 

// If used from a framed site, must be placed in the  

// content frame.  

 

// Change bGroups to "true" if Use Person Page 
Groups is  

// checked in SS.  

var bGroups = false;  

 

// Change nPerPage to the same value as People 
per Page  

// in SS.  

var nPerPage = 10;  
 

// Don't change anything else...  

var kPagesPerGroup = 1000;  

var nId = parseInt($('#id-number').val(), 10);  

if (nId != 'NaN') {  

var nPageNumber = Math.floor((nId + (nPerPage - 
1)) / nPerPage);  

var nGroupNumber = Math.floor(nPageNumber / 
kPagesPerGroup);  

var sGroup = (bGroups ? 'g' + nGroupNumber + '/' : 
'');  

var sUrl =sGroup + 'p' + nPageNumber + '.htm#i' + 
nId;  

location.href = sUrl;  

return false;  

};  

});  

});  

</script> 

 



ADDING A SEARCH ID PAGE 
THE SEARCH ID FORM 
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